Project Milestone Report 03/31

Major Changes:

There are no major changes, we are still refining our infrastructure and analysis tool while performing testing on the Samsung environment.

Accomplished Since the last Milestone:

Since the milestone, I have finished building the analysis tool, and we are still in the stage of building systems from publicly sourced Samsung Smartapps and analyzing them for abnormal behaviors with the monitor we built. We are looking forward to completing our analysis by the next milestone, and will look into writing the final paper and poster with our results.

Meeting Milestone and Future Milestone:

I have reached the last milestone of finishing building the analyzing tool and standards and starting to perform tests. Testing and performing analysis would be important for our research at this time, and I hope to finish testing and get results for our final report by next milestone.

4/15: Finish all the testing, obtain results, start working on the final report.

Resource Needed: None so far.